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CHERRY BLOSSOM

Dartmouth's Debaters
Win New Toohey Cup

Green Takes Over
Command Of Police
From Capt. Thomas

Thursday, March 17, 1960

CIA Head Dulles
To Speak Tuesday

Captain Frederick Thomas
has resigned as Chief of the
The Honorable Allen W. Dulles, Director of the Central
Georgetown Police Force, and Intelligence Agency, will be the guest lecturer for the first
his Lieutenant, Paul P. Green,
has been promoted to the po- talk of the Walsh Lecture Series on Tuesday, March 23, in
sition. The decision was an- the Hall of Nations.
nounced, effective March 9, by
The topic that Mr. Dulles will speak on is entitled "The
Father T. Byron Collins, S.J., and
Brother Francis J. Weiss, S.J. Cap- Problems and Threat of International Communism." This
tain Thomas, the former Chief, subject is one that has concerned Mr. Dulles for many years.
resigned his position because of
"personal reasons".

DARTMOUTH WINNERS ..• Coach Herbert James, David Finegold,
Frank MahadY, and Dr. John Parr, Dean of the School of Foreign
Service.

by Joe Niederst
The presentation of the new Toohey Challenge Cup to
Dartmouth University last Saturday evening in Gaston Hall
brought down the curtain on Georgetown's twelfth annual
national invitational Cherry Blossom Debate Tournament.
It all began on Thursday morning, with registration in
the Palms Lounge of the Walsh Building and proceeded in

As Director of the CIA he is interested, not only with the internal
threat of Communist influence, but
also with the domination that the
Communists hope to gain throughout the world. It is hoped that
those who attend the lecture will
direct questions to the Intelligence
Chief after his speech.

Urges Student Co-operation
Captain Green has served as
second-in-com·mand on the new
GU police force since its start last
fall. As its new chief, he is now
responsible for a total force of
26 men. When accepting his promotion, Captain Green stressed
that he would work towards closer
student-police relationships.
He
said that, "Students are urged to
come to us anytime when in need
of police help." He indicated that
the students "have generally accepted the force" and that relationships between the two are constantly improving.

Campus Protection
When questioned on the make-up
. various assembly rooms throughout the University, until the grand
climax on Saturday evening. By that time, the field of contenders of the police force, Capt. Green
had been narrowed down to two: St. John's College of Hillcrest and pointed out that there ·are strict
Dartmouth College, the best Affirmative and Negative teams, respec- requirements which anyone detively. Their topic for debate was, Resolved: that Congress should siring to join the force must fulfill.
be given the power to reverse the decisions of the Supreme Court. The The policemen work on three eightfinal round got under way around 7:30, and two hours later, .it was
(Continued on Page 3)
all over.
----~------------------------------------------------------------Dean Parr Speaks
Preceding the announcement of
the victors was a short talk by Dr.
John F. Parr, Dean of the School
of Foreign Service. The Dean's
speech was followed by the preThe American Philosophy
sentation of the trophies to the
Association
announced last
runners-up and the best individual
speakers. The prizes for the best week that its 1960 Cardinal
Affirmative and be s t Negative Spellman Tho mas Aquinas
teams were, of course, awarded to
St. John's with a 6 a.nd 1 record medal for outstanding contriand 288.5 points amassed, and Dart- butions to Catholic philosophy
mouth, who won all 7 of their would be awarded to Dr. Rurounds for a total of 276 points.
The awards for the second best dolf Allers, Professor EmeriAffirmative and second best Nega- tus of Philosophy of Georgetive teams went to George Wash- town, on Monday, April 18,
ington University (5-2 and 290
points) and King's College (6-1 in St. Louis.
and 301 points), respectively. The
Dr. Allers is a widely recognized
prize gavel for the best Affirmative psychologist and psychiatrist, havspeaker was garnered by Al Capp ing had a distinguished career both
of George Washington with 300 here and abroad. He received his
points, while that for the best neg- medical degree from the Univer- DR. RUDOLF ALLERS .•• Reative speaker was received by sity of Vienna in 1906, where he cipient of the Cardinal Spellman
Frank Harrison of King's College studied under Dr. Alfred Adler, Thomas Aquinas Medal.
for his 314 point score.
and in 1934 was awarded a doctorThen came the "moment of ate in philosophy by the Catholic considered a pioneer Catholic psytruth", to quote the Tournament's University of the Sacred Heart in chologist in the United States, beCo-chairman, Bill Cumberland. The Milan. Before coming to America, cause he has done most of his
hushed crowd waited anxiously as Dr. Allers taught at the German significant work here. As a psyBill announced that the official score University of Prague, the Univer- chiatrist and psychologist, Dr. Alwas Dartmouth-3, St. J ohn's-2. sity of Munic, and the University lers has contributed much, especially through his writings.
The traditional congratulations and of Vienna.
In 1938, he became professor of
Besides these technical articles
handshakes followed, after which
all the judges, timekeepers, and psychology and scholastic philoso- and books in German, not yet
other officials retired to either the phy at the Catholic University of translated into English, his most
Philodemic Room or the New South America, and is a past president popular books have been either
Lounge for punch and sandwiches. of the Metaphysical Society of translated into English or written
America. Dr. Allers joined the originally in English. Among these
Six Year Veterans
Georgetown Philosophy Depart- are The Psychology of Characte1',
Dartmouth's winning combina- ment during the 1940's, and is a Thomistic formulation of Adtion was composed of David Fine- currently conducting two classes in lerian psychology, and perhaps Dr.
gold and Frank Mahady. Finegold the Graduate School, one on the Adler's most widely acclaimed
is a sophomore in International German philosopher Leibnitz and work,
The
New
Psychologies,
Relations from New York City. He the other entitled "Personality and Practical Psychology and Charachas been debating for the past Character."
ter Development, S e l J-Improve6 years, and hopes to go into MedAlthough Dr. Allers has done ment, and Character Education in
(Continued on Page 9)
considerable work abroad, he is Adolescence.

Allers Receives Medal
In Catholic Philosophy

Although Mr. Dulles has served
in his present post for only seven
years, he has been active in government work since receiving his
MA from Princeton University in
1916. During this time he served in
the United S tat e s Diplomatic
Corps, the Office of Strategic Services, and the Council on Foreign
Relations, as well as the CIA.
ALLEN DULLES'
Walsh Lecturer for '60.

• Fil"St

New High

Alumni Donations
Swell '60 Funds
Dr. James S. Ruby announced the final total of the
Georgetown University FundraIsmg D r i v e last week,
noting a 15 per cent. increase
over last year's rec.ord total.
Dr. Ruby, Executive Secretary of
the Alumni Association, attributed
much of the success of the campaign to the energy of volunteer
workers. In speaking about the
drive, the most fruitful in the University's history, he remarked, "It
shows a very definite tendency to
increase, and we want to keep it
that way." This year, 4,260 contributors donated $227,135.98, compared with last year's total of $192,594.71 received from 4,033 individuals.
Included in the total was $58,470
for the Medical School; $24,624 for
the College of Arts and Sciences;
$11,188 for the Law School; $4,083
for the Foreign Service School; and
$1,459 for the Graduate School.
The University plans to use the
funds in many different areas, including $60,000 for scholarships
and fellowships; $80,000 for salaries; $12,000 for publicity.
One result of this year's drive
was the foundation of a scholarship
by the Class of '59, which continues
a pracUce followed 'by each of the
last four graduating classes.
Chairman of this year's drive was
Mr. Graham 'Magee, Law '24.
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Mr. John D. Allen

Requiescant in pace

Germany Expert
His intelligence work with the
OSS in the European theater during . the Second World War eal'ned
him the U. S. Medal of Merit, a
Presidential Citation from President Truman, and the Medal of
Freedom. He was also awarded the
Order of Maurizio e Lazzaro by
Italy, and the Legion of Honor by
the French Government. After the
war, in addition to carrying on his
private law practice, Mr. Dulles
served as a government adviser on
matters concerning foreign aid and
German policy.
His initiation to the CIA came in
1948 when he was appointed Chairman of a three man committee to
survey the U. S. intelligence system. This led to his joining the
staff of CIA Director Walter Bedell
Smith in January of 1951.
Mr. Dulles, a prolific writer,
wrote as his first book, The Boer
War: a History. This was followed
by Can We Be Neutral? in 1939
and Ge1'many's Underground in
1947. For many years he has furnished articles for Foreign Affairs.
Controversial Position
More recently, his capacity as
head of the CIA has placed him
again in the spotlight of the American scene. His reports on Soviet
Russia's military strength have occasioned sharp controversy concerning the United States defense program, especially in the missile
field.
A world traveler, Mr. Dulles was
born in Watertown, New York in
1893. His family counts three Secretaries of State among its members, including the late John Foster Dulles. In 1920, he married
Miss Clover Todd, daughter of Professor Henry A. Todd of Columbia
UniVersity. He holds honorary
LLD degrees from Brown, Temple,
Columbia, Princeton, and George
Washington Universities.
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more of our meals at the cafeteria
lately, and out of gratitude for the
reduced drain on our wallet, we
would like ,to compliment Mr. Popores and his aides for presenting
food to the stUdent body which
seems to us to have definitely improved in quality. And it's usually
even warm.
The Fine Arts Club's latest project is an art exhibit which is now
occupying the Hall of Nations. The
exhibit will be open from 9:00 in
the morning until 9:00 at night until next Tuesday, and is well worth
a visit.
SVO will sponsor a talk by Dr.
Walter Giles on this Friday evening at 9:15 in Palms Lounge. His
topic will be "SVO: A Case Study
In Student Activities." It says here
that all activity heads are urged
to attend.
.Jack Wolfe, a Foreign Service
junior, has been elected vice-chairman of the District of Columbia

Although there has been a good deal of talk about
Student Council revision over the past few months, this
talk has revolved for the most part around how the Council
should be changed rather than why it should be changed.
On the comparatively rare occasions that reasons for the
change have been discussed, the arguments for change have
centered about two main ideas. One assertion is that the
number of activity heads on the Council should be decreased
and the number of political members, men elected by the
members of their own class, should be increased accordingly
because, so the argument goes, the heads of activities are
primarily committed to their own activities, both in amount
of time consumed and voting responsibility. In other words,
the activity head does not have the time to devote to Council
work because he must put it in on his own activity, and, in
case of a vote involving the activity he represents, he wOl,lld
be obliged to vote for that activity's good over the good of
the College. We think that this is really not a valid argument, since what is said about the activity head could be
Democratic Student Federasaid with equal validity about a class president. The class Young
tion.
president is primarily the official voice of his class and the
Arts (md Letters has a new byexecutive head of that class, and only secondarily a member line this week, that of Thomas
of the Council. The objection that the activity head's vote is Anderson of the Junior Class. Mr.
Anderson will alternate with Neil
tied to the selfish interests of his activity would seem to be Moynihan, each writing one coljust as valid in the case of a class president as in the case umn a month while Tom Martin,
of the activity head; and on analysis, it is ridiculous in alternating with the alternators,
two columns a month. We
either case, for the activity head and the class president w.rites
would also !:ike to thank Mr. Marmust both be willing to subordinate the good of the group tin for his advice in the selecting
of the new columnists.
they represent to the general good of the Student Body.
A

week from

today, the

Mi-

Ij

by Bill Gargaro
::~
Now I know why they call that pooped poop-sheet that gets handed I·'
out. as a report on the previous Student Council meeting "the Student i"
Council minutes." The reason became clear to me on Wednesday
night when I noticed that I had spent the major portion of the F,'
meeting staring at my watch. Let me suggest, then, that we call last J
week's minutes "the Student Council hours." "Minutes" really seems if!
such an inadequate term.
.,\.,
For clarification's sake, and in keeping with unprecedented tradi- ·,i~:
tion, here's a blow by blow, puff by puff description of what went on)',
,::~{';
(if that's what happened).
8:00 p.m. President's report: The sandwich machine in the base- .'l
ment of White-Gravenor still isn't working, said George Giard. (This is 'j
the third consecutive week we've considered the sandwich machine, it ";i
almost seems like one of us now. Lately I've caught myself Worrying ,~,
about its wife and kids.)
.
8:15 Campus facilities report. Mr. McAllister sa~d that beginning ':
Thursday, there would be a food poll in the New South cafeteria which .~
would garner the opinions of over one thousand students. (It seems ., i
to me a similar survey was conducted fairly recently. Maybe this ::j,
was suggested by the movie, Once More With Feeling.)
8 :45 Martin Arbagi, who had been sitting quietly on the side
lines, waiting to give a report about his opinion of the resident
cafeteria's food, looked at his watch and wondered when they'd get
to student hearing time.
9 :00 It all started-Dick Kullen reopened the debate over . . .
"Resolution No. 22!" That's the resolution which provides for the
establishment of a Social Activities Committee. The purpose would be
the lending of aid to organizations planning social events on campus.
.Tim Delaplane talked.
9:15
Jim Delaplane was still talking.
9:30 Martin Arbagi checked his watch again, and cursed Mr.
Delaplane under his breath.
9:45 It's the Delaplane marathon tonight, Ladies and Gentlemen!
10:00 Mr. Giard announced that due to the snow outside there
would be no school on Thursday.
10:15 Martin Arbagi's curses-under-his-breath got stronger. His
breath was getting weaker.
10:30 Jim Delaplane was still at it. I was considering the proposal of an Antisocial Activities Committee.
10 :45 Mr. Giard interrupted again to announce that despite the
snow there would be school on Thursday.
11:00 .Tim Cadden was reprimanded for eating in Copley Lounge.
Ordinarily I don't think anything would have been said. But our
nerves were all on edge. Besides, he wasn't sticking the straw far
enough into the orange juice and it sounded like a commentary on
Delaplane's speech.
11: 15· People walking past Copley Lounge thought it was an all
night telethon and began making donations.
11:30 Mr. Girard announced that despite school, there would be
no snow on Thursday.
11 :45 Martin Arbagi fell asleep.
12:00 Miss Manahan jumped up and ran out of Copley Lounge.
Incidentally, she left a little glass slipper behind. If I only had the
guts.
12 :15 Some kindly soul, some thoughtfUl person-brought the
meeting to a close. We applauded Mr. Delaplane (whose entire speech,
though lengthy, was wholly pertinent and cogently devised), rubbed
our eyes and began to file out.
1 :00 Someone remembered to go back and wake up Martin
Arbagi. "Where am I?" asked Martin. "In the Infernal Regions,"
answered the diabolical voice. Martin struggled to sit up. As his
eyes came into focus he saw the Council seated before him. George
Giard was saying, "The sandwich machine in the basement of WhiteGravenor still isn't working."

r

The second argument for revision centers around the Careme Concert will be held, with
our Glee Club joined this year by
old battle-cry of equal representation. Those who hold this the
National Symphony. A gift of
view assert that it is unfair for some students, those who the Student Council has made it
participate in activities, to be represented on the Council possible for all Georgetown students and their dates to attend free
by more representatives than those who do not participate of charge_ Tickets may be had in
in activites. We think that the main objection to this is not the Yard Office.
the idea that those who are willing to work for the activities
on campus, and thereby for the school itself, deserve a
Letters
greater share in student government than those who simply
eat, sleep, and go to class here, but the fact that in eliminatTo The Editor
ing all, or most, of the activity heads from the Council,
the Student Body will lose the valuable services of many
Freud~ The Devil
men who either would not consider campus politics a game To The Editor:
Tom Martin's column concerning
worth playing, or would simply not be elected because they
Freud,
"the Devil," in the March
might not be "good guys," or might not associate with the 10 edition
of the HOYA was almost
right cliques, or might be defeated by one of those quirks comical in its ignorance of the
of campus politics which nobody can really fully explain. Freudian method of Psychotherapy
of the background of Sigmund
The ability and reliability of the heads of the maj or ac- and
Freud. It appeared that Mr. Martivities have been evaluated by the men they work with in tin was grasping at any method,
their activity, who know whom they are voting for far however ludicrous, to fit into his
by Thomas L. Anderson
better than the voter in a class election usually does, and preconceived notion of Freud.
First of all, there is no evidence
Well, Salvador DaIi has cooked up another pot of image-associawho use this knowledge in picking the man who will repre- that
Freud was "saturated" with tions, a "metaphysical dream" entitled Christopher Columbus Dis- ,
sent their activity to the Administration and on the Student the Cabalistic tradition. It is doubt- covers America. (See reproduction in Time magazine, February 15,
Council. Because of their contacts with members of three ful that Freud ever read Ben Gar- 1960.) Not being much of a metaphysician, and still less of a psychoson or Hasdai Crescas, and he ceror four classes in their activities, the activity heads are tainly never commented on them. analyst, this writer wouldn't dare hazard an opinion on the painting,
except that Dali himself claims that his work has something to do with
also in a position to bring, with· them, to the Council meet- But even if Freud had referred to "art." This mode of expression being more direct and concrete than
the
Cabalists,
their
central
notion
ings the ideas and opinions of a broader cross-section of the
the philosopher's or the psychopath's, even the most inexperienced
was not of "Moses the Law Giver"
student body than almost any political officer. Of course but rather a pantheistic view of all sensibility might be able to ofier some sort of value-judgment.
Let us start with first impressions. These can frequently be
there have been activity heads who brought nothing save substance. It is clear that Freud's misleading,
especially with regard to people. A face is a mask, and
their physical presence into Council meetings, just as there revolt was much more sweeping personality reveals itself only after intimate conversation. In a paintthan against that doctrine. To thus ing, however, personality is identical with facial characteristics. It
have been useless political officers on the Council, but we imply that psychoanalysis is a Jewcannot explain itself with words; "looks" are its only defense. Furtherthink that the things that the able activity heads have ish phenomena is absurd.
more, its most salient features-the "cut" of its lines and its color
That Freud psychologically be- scheme-yield themselves in toto only to the unstudied glance. The
done on the Council far outweigh what some activity heads
lieved
he was doing the Devil's aesthetic impact is the strongest at this first vision_ Further viewings
may not have done, just as the actions of the politicians who work, that
by destroying the basis of serve only to explain, through the analysis of particulars, why the
were interested in the good of the Student Body outweigh most supersition, is doubtful. When impact
occurred the way it did, or to reproduce the same impact by
the actions of a few politicians who were primarily inter- Freud remarked, as Mr. Martin obliterating time so that the "present moment" can endure.
"Do you not know that I
Dali's Columbus creates a first impression of mixed emotionsested in putting on a good front and staying in good with quoted,
am the Devil?", it is obvious that good and bad. First the good.
The painting is huge, not only
the right people.
Freud was being satirical. Freud physically (14 ft. high), but also in its formal design. A very low
We have examined what we believe to be the two basic
arguments advanced so far for a revision of the Student
Council, and we think they are lacking. We would like to
see some more thinking about just what is wrong with the
Student Council as it is presently constituted, so that the.
deficiencies it may have will be remedied, and so that we
will avoid the danger of revision for revision's sake.
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knew that he was building a new
order on the ruins that he had created. This has been the essence of
greatness since the "dawn of history. God said to .Teremiah: "I have
this day set thee over the nations
. . . to destroy . • . and to plant."
Jeremiah: 1:10.
It is undeniably true that Freud
made many mistakes in his theory,
and in many places his emphasis
has proven incorrect. His pupils,
Jung, Adler, and Reik, have been
his sharpist constructive critics.
Theodore Reik just recently denied
Freud's explanation of love as
merely sex impulse in his book, A
Psychologist Look8 at Love.
(Continued on Page 8)

horizon supports as mighty a sky as could be conceived within the
limits of a frame. As Columbus comes stomping towards the spectator, the sky sweeps away to a depth that "progresses" slowly as
the eye travels upwards. Its clouds are packed with light, a light
which has "weight," and which radiates with such intensity that most
of the solid figures are rendered transparent, although their shadows
have the sharpest contours.
Only with the assistance of this brightness could the banners of
the Spanish provinces bear such limpid colors, hues that would make
you think that there is a light bulb hidden somewhere behind all that
paint. Finally, the physical texture which Dali's brush confers on
"solid" objects is so clean and smooth that ordinary hands would not
be sensitive enough to feel them. The flesh is uncannily mellow; it
would yield to a breeze. The cascading folds in the Virgin's robes, to
steal a phrase from Keats, "elope with ease." Dali's realism far
surpasses that of a camera; it is a super-realism that appeals primarily to the mind. While standing in front of a Dali, the sense of
touch is numbed with awe.
(Continued on Page 9)
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French Address

Schertenleib Outlines
Africa vs. Colonialism

COLONIALISM • • • Pro and con. Left to right: Robert Magdelain,
President of the College French Club; Mallam Isa Wall of Nigeria;
,': Dr. Charles Schertenleib; William Freyd, President of the Foreign
_~ Service French Club; and Dr. ~. Luke Martel, French Club
lUoderator.

Last Thursday evening, Dr.
. Charles Schertenleib, Asso. ciate Professor of Economics,
spoke to the members of the
College and Foreign Service
'French Club on African nationalism in the twentieth century.
, His lecture was given in the Multilingual conference room of the Institute of Languages and Linguis,tics with a simultaneous translation into English.
Dr. Schertenlei'b told the club,
"The most pressing problem in
- Africa today is that of colonialism."
With this thought as a spring-board,
Dr. Schertenleib discussed the principal currents of African nationalism, concluding that "Colonialism
must be replaced by new nations."
Portuguese, Belgian, French, and

British colonial policies and the diverse problems engendered by
them were then given a searching
examination by the economist.
Understanding Africans
Dr. Schertenleib pointed to the
rapid growth of African nationalism during the last three years and
appealed for a greater understanding ,of Africa and her people. He
characterized the African Nationalist as, "A young man who feels he
must oppose himself to colonialism.
He questions everything in colonialism."
The lecture was attended by the
ambassador of Haiti, M. Bonhomme, and by representatives of
several African countries-Mall am
Isa Wali, head of Nigeria Office
and Mr. Donald Smyth Macauley,
representative of Dr. Fitzjohn of
Sierra Leone.

The Magic Lantern
by John J. Campbell
(Ed Note: John Campbell, AB Hon01-S sophorrwre, has written
The Magic Lantern this week in the place of metropolitan-New York
-touring Phil Quinn. B enceforth, Dennis Duffy and Phil Quinn will
alternate in writing this weekly cine1na review.)

The Bramble Bush
Some very interesting cinematic effects are produced at the be·
ginning of The Bramble Bush. A large blazing red sun revolves on
tht' left of the screen, while a green line traces a growing bramble
bush on the right. Meshed in the branches are the names of the cast.
Very colorful and mysterious.
But the front matter of the movie is the only part of it which
merits the name art. The characters seem to be impossible: full
character with no humanity. That is, they display all sorts of con·
flicting and opposing characteristics, but in such a shallow way that
all opposition and conflict disappear.
The lines of force become
indistinguishable, and the action turns into a gray sort of blob.
Barbara Rush, Richard Burton, and Angie Dickinson help out as
rather unclear and very apathetic actors. Their "passion" can be
felt only as corn, and there is so much "passion" in the story that it
all becomes rather tiresome after a very short time.
The story shows that three rules of human behavior are enough
to produce the happy life in New England. These are: "Everyone
has a skeleton in the closet"; "Shoot 'em on the wing"; and "If it
doesn't hurt, it must be all right." As it turns out everyone does,
indeed, have a skeleton in the closet; and each, of course is the most
comforting of skeletons imaginable. Each is capable of excusing, in
turn, the treatment of euthanasia, abortion, rape, adultery, fornica·
tion, perversion, and pornography. For each, someone has been "shot
on the wing" (a metaphor, naturally); and, as is inevitable, no one
but the audience is hurt.
It is the treatment of love, however, which will cause even the
~trongest of sto~achs to revolt. It is reduced not only to sex, which
IS .at least ph~sIologic~1 and psychological in human beings, but to
ammal att~actIon, WhICh is simply body meets body. Before her
adultery WIth the doctor, who is to put her husband out of misery,
Margaret tells us that she really loved her husband but that his
disease is intolerable because they can no longer make love. After
the adultery:. she tells the doctor that she is not really sure whether
she was ammal or human during their union. At the end of the
movie though, she assures the doctor that she loves him.
As can be predicte~ from the third, and probably most important,
of the rules of behavIor, the central image is that of the Church.
Hapt!y things happen at the Church, which is naturally a Catholic
one. ~hey include hom.ecomings, weddings, and conversions. The
pastor IS a fortunately madequate chap. He is convinced that the
doctor who has performed the mercy·killing is not God· and he is
convinced, 'as well, that, in the end, it won't hurt one bit. '
And, to be sure, it doesn't. For the sufferer is dead, the adultress
leaves, and the doctor goes to church and is converted after the
naughty thing he has done. Peace and joy reign over New England.
Sex and murder for the sake of art may be good; even if con·
doned,. they ~ay be tolerable; but made into the higher happy good
and mIxed WIth corn to boot they are inexcusable.

rHE HOYA
Grewe Doubts Use
Of German Treaty
The West German Ambassador, Professor Wilhelm
Grewe spoke before a crowded
hall last Tuesday, March 8.
His talk, "A Peace Treaty
with Germany-N 0 Solution
of the East-West Antagonism," was sponsored by the
Philodemic Society and held
in the Hall of Nations.
The main point that the Ambassador made was that there is not
much hope for a German Peace
Treaty, and even if one were
signed, it would not necessarily reduce East-West tensions. He said
that af.ter the end of World War
II, the Russian position on Germany was: Germany should be
united through a coalition government. They felt that a strong Communist party in a coalition government could eventually gain complete control of Germ'any, as happened in Czechoslovakia. Later, as
the vigor of West Germany democracy manifested itself, the Russians
changed their position to: a confederation of Communist East Germany and democratic West Germany. By giving this confederation
very few powers and keeping the
individual states as the repositories
of most of the power, the Russians
hoped to keep their control of East
Germany and at the same time
draw West Germany away from the
Western defense alliance.
Recently, however, the Russians have
again changed their policy on Germany to: keeping Germany separated into East and West Germany,
and making Berlin a free city.
The so ealled "Berlin Problem,"
according to the Ambassador, is no
problem at all, but merely a Russian attempt to create a crisis and
force the West to withdraw its
troops f,rom the city. The West
cannot afford .to withdraw its troops
from the city, for to do so would
be to abandon West Berlin to the
Communists, in spite of so-called
"guarantees" of Berlin's status as
a free city. Dr. Grewe said that
in the past few years, the City had
acquired important functions: as a
symbol of a free, democratic gov(Continued on Page 5)

New Regime

Green Takes Over
Command of Police
(Continued from Page

1)
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Clergy and Laity
Discuss Divorce

MR. AL PHILIP KANE SPEAKS . • • Law and Morals Forum in
action. Mr. Edwin McManus and Very Rev. Edward Herrmann prepare their legal and theological positions.

by Lambert Spronck
Last Sunday, Edwin P. McManus, chairman of the Law
and Morals Forum, presented the Very Rev. Monsignor Edward J. Herrmann, Assistant Chancellor of the Archdiocese
of Washington, and Mr. Al Philip Kane, professor at Georgetown Law School and legal expert in the field of domestic
relations, discussing the Catholic lawyer's position on divorce.

Buy Books, Boys;

G'town Gets Gift
Give a contribution and receive
a gift. This is the theory under
which the Student Library and the
Senior Class Gift Fund Committees
are laboring. The contribution is
money and the gift is a book.
During the week of March 21, in
the Walsh Building, the student library committee, headed by Gabe
Kajeckas and John Chdakis, will
be selling books on every conceivable subject. The books, aU of
which are in good condition, have
been donated either by the library
or outside organizations. The books
number about. 1000 and the price
ranges from $0.25 to $1.00.
The Senior Class will give this
money to the Li,brary so ~t can outfit an audio room and buy nonmusical records and tapes. Mr.
Laux, the Associate Librarian,
stated that the audio room will be
located where the Reserve Book
Room is now situated, on the second floor of Healy. He also said
that there will be four record machines, three tape recorders, and
the room will house eight to ten
listening units.
On feature of the audio room will
be that teachers will be able to borrow its tapes 'and use them in class.
Regarding the student use of the
tapes, no plans have been revealed
yet. Another current plan is that
the room will not be open in the
morning, but the afternoon hours
will coincide with the present library schedule.
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-"'CAPTAIN PAUL

GREEN
New Georgetown Police Chief.
hour shifts and are held accountable for the security of the campus
and the well-being of the students.
Capt. Green expressed a desire to
build up the department with more
men and better equipment. He added that, "with this build-up, the
operation and efficiency of the
campus force would be greatly facilitated."
The vacancies left by the resignation of Captain Thomas and promotion of Green have been filled
by the promotions of Sergeant Walter S. Jeffries to the rank of Lieutenant, and Corporal Lucian Pratt
to Sergeant.

The Student Council invites
all Georgetown Studeuts to
attend the fortieth annual MiCareme Concert by the National Symphony Orchestra
and the Georgetown Glee Club
on Founder's Day, March 24,
at 8:30 p.m. in McDonough
Gymnasium. Tickets for the
concert are available in the
Yard Office, on the first floor
of Copley Hall, each evening
between 6:30 and 8:00 p.m.
THERE WILL BE NO
CHARGE FOR ADMISSION.
Tickets for the dates of
Georgetown stUdents are also
available. Black tie is optional.

Mr. McManus opened the Gaston Hall discussion by pointing out
that Monsignor Herrmann would
present the Church's position on
this provocative question and Mr.
Kane would then comment from
the legal profession's viewpoint. As
a backdrop, the chairman called attention to the wide variance in divorce laws from state to state. He
contrasted the strictness of New
York with the laxity of Nevada,
"where the only requirement for
divorce is that you be married."
Divorce-Last Resort
Monsignor Herrmann opened by
quoting the various passages in
Canon Law, which show under
what circumstances a married party
may call for termination of the
conjugal life. "Separation is granted if circumstances call for it," the
Monsignor said, "divorce is a last
resort." He then called attention
to the rule laid down at the Third
Plenary Council of Baltimore, calling for automatic excommunication
upon re-marriage.
The Monsignor concluded by
showing very convincingly that the
attorney has an obligation to save
the marriage, just as does the pastor. He urged Catholic lawyers to
cooperate with organizations, such
as the Matrimonial Consulting
Service at Catholic University, to
solve these delicate problems.
Mr. Kane opened by quoting
from the Tract of that morning's
Mass: "Blessed are they that keep
judgment and do justice at all
times." With this as a general introductory theme, he gave a thorough exposition of "the need for
people trained in Catholic morals
to get these cases and resist this
trend-the trend to such things as
weekend divorces sanctioned in
the State of Alabama."
Too Much and Not Enough
He cited as the fundamental
causes for matrimonial break-ups,
"Too much money or too little,
too much liquor or not enough,
too much sex or not enough, too
much pride and not enough cooperation."
Catholic lawyers, he declared,
must get into divorce cases, and
they are "derelict in their duty" if
they pass this responsibility on to
persons holding lower ethical standards. A Catholic lawyer should help
the parties to be reconciled. "Only
those fee-hungry," Mr. Kane observed, "would act otherwise in a
divorce proceeding."
The question and answer period
that followed pointed out, through
the concrete cases discussed, that
a Catholic lawyer cannot practice
law in a vacuum. It is inevitable
that he face the divorce question.
He must approach it, Mr. Kane
declared, "in conformity with the
standard of ethics he has learned
in schools like Georgetown."
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Goldwater Speech Draws
500 YRs To Gaston· Rally
just as much relevance today as
it possessed years ago."
He stressed the value of history
in solving the problems of today
and referred to his favorite motto,
"What is past is prologue." The
Senator ended his talk with a plea
to stop seeking relief in government and turn to ourselves in order
to solve our problems.
Candid Answers
question and answer period
then followed, and the Senator's
opinion was obtained on the following topics:
(1) Filibuster and the Civil Rights
Bill: The filibuster is favored by
the Senator as the most effective
way of protecting a minority. He
believed that the Senate was waiting for a House version before considering its own civil rights bill.
(2)
Concerning the
Bricker
Amendment and the principles behind it: The Senator said that it
was extremely dangerous to override the powers of the states.
(3) Politics and the candidates:
"Most politicians keep politics
clean," he said, and commenting
on some recent charges and coun(Continued on Page 5)
A

SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER.
the exposure for this shot.

by Barry Mergardt
To the tune of Dixieland
music and the cheers of some
500 exuberant Young Republicans, Senator Barry Goldwater made his debut in Gaston Hall last March 8, at
8:15 p.m.
The talk by the senator highlighted the Young Republican Victory Rally sponsored by the Young
Republican Club in conjunction
with other DCYR school groups.
Among the participants were Dun·
barton, Trinity, American Univer·
sity, and George Washington Uni·
versity.
LivelY Reception
The rally, amply advertised beforehand and by invitation only,
got oft' to a rousing start with the
music of a five piece band from
the surrounding area, the Melloteers. With Gaston Hall almost
filled, Senator Goldwater was escorted down the center aisle flanked by placard waving students
bearing streamers and confetti.
Signs favoring Nixon and Goldwater for President and Vice-President, respectively, were much in
evidence.
Bob Bauman, President of the
Georgetown You n g Republican
Club and a law school student,
started off the festivities with a
few "remarks" about the opposing
political party and then introduced
the various club officials from the
D. C. area_

Once a newsman himself, set
by Goldwater & Raoul-Duval

Then Doug Caddy, former editor
of the F01'eign Service Courier and
a student in the Foreign Service
School, gave an enthusiastic life
history of Senator Goldwater-,
enumerating among his accomplishments his role as a jet pilot
and official discoverer.
Conservative Views
Senator Goldwater's tenure as
speaker lasted for one hour, and
included a question and answer
period. He began with a small talk
on the coming preSidential elections. The Senator stressed the importance of "addressing ourselves
to the national problems as Americans, not as Democrats and Republicans." Concerning the candidates, the Senator had this advice:
"Listen not to what the candidate
promises, but to how they proted
the Constitution and Republic. At
election, judge them as Americans
first." Considering himself as a
representative of conservatism, he
then ventured on to a discussion
of a philosophy of conservative government. "Both conservatives and
liberals want to go to the same
place. The difference between
them is semantiC, for the conservative wants to direct present day
government prinCiples along lines
of proven doctrine While the liberal
relies on experimental constitutional processes!'
The leading issue in the campaign, the Senator feels, will be
whether the form of government
will be a constitutional republic or
a centralized power concentrated in
Washington. "The constitution has

a
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Too-Generous SC

In Financial Peril
At last week's Student Council
meeting, the treasurer's report by
Tom Murray revealed a serious
problem. Although still well in the
black, there was the real possibility
that through over-generous loans
the Council could go into debt.
Treasurer Murray ·pointed out
that, whereas this year's council is
one of the wealthiest, it has donated 3'bout $1,200.00 to various
student projects and should it continue with these generous gifts, it
would qui·ckly go broke. The issue
was brought to focus with a resolution to give the Dowd Rifles
$100.00 to aid them in making their
trip ·to New York and the st. Patrick's Day parade. The council
members decided that they could
not afford it, and compromised with
a $50.00 donation.
The greatest single source of
revenue for the Council was the
profit of $1,300.00 realized by the
SC bookstore, which was run by
Yard Secretary Bob Stevens. The
other major way in which the
Council has raised funds is through
the sale of Pressing Club Cards.

•

•

(Continued from Page 3)
ernment within the Communist orbit; as a place of exchange of news
and ideas between East and West;
and as the last escape hatch of
the Iron Curtain. As long as there
exists a means of escape from the
Iron Curtain, the Russian Eastern
European empire is not secure.
The Ambassador said in closing:
"It is essential that Western rights
be maintained in Berlin by Western

forces. There is no, SUbstitute for
the presence of these forces;
neither United Nations, nor West
Germany forces Would be an adequate substitute for these forces.
There is no possibility for compro-mise on this important question,
for, in the words of Ben Franklin,
'They that can give up an important liberty to attain a temporarY
safety, deserve neither.' Thus, we
don't see too much hope for German reunification, and to hope for
this would not be realistic."

On ealllp1l9 Max~
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis". etc.)

WHO WENT TO THE PROM-AND WHY
"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is Werther
Sigafoos. I sit next to you in psych. I'm kind of dumpy and
I always wear a sweat shirt."
"I'm afraid I don't remember you," said Anna Livia Plurabelle.
"I'm the one whose lecture notes you've been borrowing for
two years," said Werther.
"Oh, yes!" said Anna Livia. ""Vhat do you wish, Walter?"
"Werther," said Werther. "'What I wish is to take you to the
Junior Prom next April."
"But thi>; is November 27, "Vestnor," said Anna Livia.
"lVerther," said Werther. "Yes, I know, but you are so round
and beautiful that I was afraid you might have a date already."
"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna Livia.
"lVerther," said Werther "Oh, dra.t!"
Anna Livia did not really have a date, but she was expecting
to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athletic and BMOC, handsome
as Apollo, smooth as ivory, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker
of Marlboro cigarettes which even without his other achievements would stamp him as a man with know-how, with a
pleasure-oriented palate. If you think flavor went out when
filters came in, try a Marlboro. This one brims with zest and
zip and the good, mild taste so dear to those who smoke for the
pure joy of it. Get yourself a pack of Marlboros and listen to
your friends say, "There, by George, goes a smoker who knows
a hawk from tL handsaw."
But I digress. Anna Livia waited and waited for Stew'art
Stalwart to ask her, but two days before the Prom to everybody's amazement, he asked Rose-of-Sharon Schwartz, a nondescript girl with pavement-colored hair and a briefcase.

Anna Livia immediately phoned Werther Sigafoos. "lVly
Prom date has come down with a dread virus," she said, "and
I have decided to accept your invitation, Waldrop."

®ft ,rnrlutms
tift :!linn . .~:

"Werther," said \Verther. "Oh, goody ganders!"
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from Stewart
Stalwart. "My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"
he said. "Will you go w~th me?"
"Certainly," she said and promptly phoned Werther and said,
"I have come down with a dread virus and cannot go to the
Prom with you, Whipstitch."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, mice and rats!"

Hamlet l.iii.

Shakespeare's wise words might well
be kept in mind by young men
today. To look your best longer;
may we suggest our flattering
British Tab collar. Under fastening
holds collar neatly and comfortably
in place. In fine oxford and
broadcloth. $5.00. Silk tie, $2.50.

So Anna Livia went to the Prom with S~ewart and who do you
think they ran into? Rose-of-Sharon with Werther, that's who!
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon because she
always did his homework, but she had weaseled out because she
really wanted to go with Werther with whom she felt a great
oneness because they were both so dumpy. He fell wildly in
love with her at the Prom, and today they are married and run
a very successful five-minute auto wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna Livia and Stewart are happy, too. They are still juniors
and have not missed a prom in sixteen years. © 1960 ~a" Shulman

-71RROW~
Wherever you &,0' • • •
you look better in an Arrow shirt
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We hope you'll be smoking MarlboTos at your prom-or if
you like mildness but you don't like filters-Philip Morrisfro'll the same makers •
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farmers at the expense of the other
70 per cent .... he said.

Goldwater
(Continued from Page 4)
tercharges concerning some candidates, the Senator strongly stated
that, in his opinion, no candidate
is soft on communism. He felt that
Lyndon Johnson is not politically
conservative, as his record shows,
but has a conservative outlook on
the whole. Religion will have little
bearing on the elections. He believes that AI Smith was not beaten
by the religious issue. There has
never been a vice-president as well
trained as Nixon, and he believes
that Nixon leans to "right of center." The strongest Democratic
ticket would be Lyndon Johnson
for President and Jack Kennedy
for Vice President.

(5) KennedY Student Oath Bill:
This he called an unfortunate
squabble over an unimportant issue. However. he saw no reason
why a student should not take an
oath to defend his country.

ROYA
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Fine Arts Exhibit Features
Dali~ Rodin~

&. GU Faculty

(6) Concerning his feud with
Walter Reuther: he said he based
it not on personal animosity but
on a philosophical argument. If the
labor unit can become political.
then why cannot business be a political party? He saw the entire
problem as a trend toward socialism.

(7) Defense: He was supremely
optimistic concerning our defense.
He stated that the President was
(4) Republican Farm Policy: The right; no country can match us if
Senator was in favor of all farm we continue our current pace.
subsidies being gradually reduced.
Reception
"Why protect 30 per cent. of the
At the conclusion of the rally. a
reception with Senator Goldwater
with members of the Young ReMIKE
TEDDY
publican Club was held in the New
South Lounge. Future Young Republican functions include organizational elections and possible -THE HAND OF GOD . . . By Rodin. One of many renowned paintings and sculptures on exhibit in the
speaking engagements with Nixon Hall of Nations.
by Faglozzi
and James Mitchell. Secretary of
Labor. The officers of the club beartists. Included in this category Institute of Languages and LinguisServing rhe Best In
by Tom Reilly
sides Bauman are Clen Ryan, viceare three statues by Mrs. Belle tics. Dr. Dostert has executed an
On
Saturday
evening,
March
president, Ron Del Sesto, treasBellerose, the wife of Dr. Leo impressionistic view of the CruciSANDWICHES, STEAKS,
urer, and Ursula Cleary, secre- 12, at 9 :00 a.m. in the Hall Bellerose, Professor of French here fixion. Although the painting is.
CHOPS and BEVERAGES
tary.
of Nations, the Fine Arts at Georgetown. "Protector", shown as yet, unfinished, it presents the
on this page, is -the largest of the scene with stark drama.
Club of Georgetown Univer- three.
Ed note:
There are other paintings by well
BETTER THAN THE BEST
At the end of the meeting, Mr. sity opened its second annual
Members of the "avante garde" known artists in the exhibit. One
Bauman expressed the Young Re- exhibition of painting and will find the exhibit slanted, in of the more recent of these works
BETTER THAN THE REST
publican's gratitude for the aid in sculpture. The exhibit, one of the a large part, toward their taste. was done in 1950 by Miro. the carpublicity given by various campus largest ever presented at George- There is one painting executed by toonist who became an artist. All
GEORGE
CHRIS organizations. He especially wished town, includes the work of both Maurice Utrillo, which is unusual of his paintings are untitled, but
well known and promising local for its lightness and gaiety, as most the owners of this gay, fanciful
to thank the HOYA for its help.
al"tists. The exhibition will continue of Utrillo's work is characterized canvas, M. and Mme. Robert Valeur,
until March 22.
by its somberness. There are sev- have named it "Happiness in GenThe more famous works of art eral modern impressionistic paint- eral".
include several preparatory and ings. For those who are often
introduci~g
Other famous works on display
unfinished sketches, along with confused by this symbolic type of include a small etching by Remfinished works. Among the more art, one of the lenders of these brandt. Degas, who is famous for
famous of these sketches are two paintings had some advice. Mrs. H. his series of pictures of dancing
by Salvador Dali in preparation for Gates Lloyd declared that the best girls, is represented by "Ballerina".
his "Saint John of the Cross". Of method of studying her paintings
The exhibit includes one painting
HASPEL'S OWN SOPHISTICATED INTERPRETATION
interest also, is a section of Sir was to look at them in the same
with an interesting background. It
Jacob Epstein's works, including way that one· who is lying on his
is entitled "Conversation," and is
OF THE OLIVE SHADE
both a preparatory water color, and back in a field- looks at a cloud
done by the Swiss painter. Hans
overhead.
As
the
person
looks
at
the finished bronze sculpture of
Olive is a fashionably masculine color, but it is a
Erni.
The Swiss government is one
this
cloud,
it
assumes
different
"Reclining Nude."
color-tone that must be just right
shapes and meanings. According of the few in the world which subto be as flattering as it is fashionable.
Sculpture For Sale
to Mrs. Lloyd, the cloud thus loses sidizes artists. This is the only
Haspel, the sophisticated wash and
There is a large section devoted its identity as a cloud and becomes painting of Erni on display, and
wear clothing, has captured the
to sculpture in this exhibit. The the various images it forms in the possibly the only one seen in this
perfect tone in this intriguing color.
most famous piece is the world- observer's mind. In this same way, country, which has been painted
They call it "Subtle Olive"
renowned "Hand of God" by Rodin. when studying an abstract canvas, under a government grant.
and you will find it in a wide
This powerful sculpture is reputed one should not look at it as a paintCharcoal Sketch
variety of models and fabrics.
to be on sale in this exhibit. With ing, but rather as a group of shiftWorks
of the E'rench impresing
images
which
are
formed
in
the
the
great
increase
of
interest
in
For instance, see Subtle Olive
sionist, Toulouse-Lautrec, are disart in the past few years, this sale mind.
in the Sir Perior3
played, as is the well-kD{)wn
is expected to draw many prospec75 % Dacron- (polyester)
American, John Singer Sargent.
University Contributors
tive buyers.
25 % Cotton at
In contrast to these abstract Mr. Sargent's work is a charcoal
Along with this famous work,
studies,
are the works by ·Father sketch done in preparation for a
the exhibit includes several pieces
religious painting. Part of the work
done by talented, but lesser known Frank L. Fadner. S.J., the Regent is erased, showing the constant
of the School of Foreign Service.
Father Fadner has on display two changes which such a sketch unimaginative, but realistic paintings_ dergoes.
One, of a plaza in a small Mexican
One of the most interesting
town, captures effectively the lazy works in the exhibit is a collage
atmosphere of the square. Another by Kieth Martin. This type of art
member of the University who has is formed by the pasting of differa painting on display, is Dr. Leon ent-colored pieces of paper over a
Dostert. Professor of French in the light background.

HILLTOP CAFE

SUBTLE OLIVE

We are eager to have you try on some
Haspel suits in this Subtle Olive shade.

In The Best Tradition of The Finer University Shops

At 36th & N Streets

FE 7-4848

Open for Your Convenience,

1______9_:_3_0_A_"_M_"_t_o_6_:3_0_P_"M_.-_T_h_u_r_sd_a_y~_ti_II_9_P_._M_"_ _---,

PROTECTOR . . • By Mrs. Belle
Bellerose. wife of Dr. Leo Bellerose of the College French Department.
by Faglozzi
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'I'HE CRUCIFIXION ••. Painted by Dr. Leon Dostert of the Institute of Languages and Linguistics.
by Faglozzi
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DOYld Rifles March
In St. Pat's Parade

IRISHMEN IN BLUE ••. The Air Force's Dowd Rifles drilling for
tbe St. Patrick's Day Parade in New York City.

Today, the Dowd Rifles, Georgetown's Air Force ROTC
drill team, will march in the annual St. Patrick's Day Parade
in New York City.
The 34 man unit was invited by the parade committee
to participate in the New York festivities. Dowd Rifles is
one of two teams invited from south of the New York area.
Because of this distinction, Tony Sestric, First Sergeant of the unit,
says, "The entire team feels it an honor and a privilege to be allowed
to partiCipate in this large parade."
Cadet Lieutenant Edward J. Cotter, Commander of Dowd Rifles,
expressed his appreciation to aU the students who contributed to the
team's newspaper drive conducted during the past few weeks. This
drive was to help defray the expenses of the trip which will be paid
for almost entirely by the team. The Student Council voted $50 for
the trip, which will also help support the team's stay in New York.
The team is now practicing five days a week in preparation for the
Annual Cherry Blossom Parade in Washington, on April 8. This is the
occasion for the national competition of drill teams.
The competing teams from the surrounding areas will come from
Georgetown's Spraker Rifles, and the drill teams from Catholic D.,
Howard U., and George Washington D.
In last year's competition, the Dowd Rifles distinguished themselves
by coming in second in the D. C. area and thirteenth in the national
competition of some fifty-five drill teams.

rUE SOYA
Chessmen to Play
In Match for Title
The Georgetown C h e s s
Club, having won t h r e e
straight matches and 14Jh out
of its last 18 games, is in contention to finish first in its
division of the Washington
Chess League.
The championship will be decided tomorrow night at 8:00
p.m. when Georgetown plays the
Weather Bureau in the final match
of the year. Terry Reilly, a College .freshman, remains the Club's
leading player with 6lh victories,
and gives promise of being the
team's top player. Ex-president,
Myron Hill and current president,
Dan Griffin have accounted for 8
games between them. Despite the
faot that Georgetown competes
against teams of expe1:"ienced adults
in the Washington Chess League,
the club has won 32 out of its first
60 games. In the words of CoCaptain Hill: "this is the finest
team in the history of Georgetown."
In
colle·ge
competition, the
Georgetown team has defeated such
universities as Columbia, one of
the leading dubs in the country.
Before the semester ends, matches
with Navy (away) and with Fordham (home) will be played. The
Southern
Intercollegiate
Chess
Championship will be held this year
at Maryland University over the
weekend of .kpril 1 to 3. In competition with the best teams south
of the Mason-Dixon line, George'town placed second last year. This
year, another team, composed of
Terry Reilly and sophomore Mike
Byrne, along with Graduate School
stUdents Myron Hill and Lolly
Pejovich, will carry Georgetown's
hopes for the Southern Collegiate
Championship.
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NOT A SIGN OF A SLIP-UPI
Typing errors disappear like magic when you use Eaton's
Corrasable Bond. Never a trace of the word that was
erased; errors can he flicked off Corrasable's special surface
with an ordinary pencil eraser. Saves re-typing, time and
money. And the sparkling new whiteness gives all typing
a new brilliance. You can't make a mistake getting
Eaton's Corrasable. (Rhymes with erasable.)

Eaton's Cori1isable Bond is
available in light, medium, heavy
and onion skin weights. In
convenient lOO-sheet packets
and SOD-sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire Typewriter Paper,
backed by the famous
Eaton name.

Made only by Eaton

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION : E 'l. PlTISFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
....... "
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Fr. Gardiner Talks
On Mystical Body
"Myth and its relationship
to the Mystical Body of
Christ" will be discussed by
the Rev. Harold C. Gardiner,
S.J., in an informal talk before Eta Sigma Phi tonight at
8 o'clock in Copley Lounge.
During the course of an interview, Father Gardiner said that he
will seek to remind the student of
classics of the main objective in
studying the writings of ancient
authors in tonight's lecture. Elaborating on his lecture, Father Gardiner said that, "The myths of the
ancient peoples provide a natural
collaboration with Christian revelation. However," he quickly added, "this is no attempt to baptize
all literature in the Christian
sense, but rather mer·ely an assertion of man's notion of revelation."
Writers and Religion
In the study of the arts, in particular, literature, we are impressed
with the similarities in the author's
work and the teaching of the
Church.
"For example," states
Father Gardiner, "in looking into
the realities of myths, we see vestiges of truth descended from the
fall of Adam. W·hile not under
direct inspiration of God, these
myths support a form of primitive
revelation, when viewed in the light
of Christian theology. By tracing
the development of' these myths,
we see the notion of fall, death,
and immortality. When viewed under the teaching of the Incarnation, this desire for infinity does
have reality.
"This same notion can be seen
in present day literature. Viewing
the love for the common man, present in the works of Steinbeck,
Hardy, and others, and in the
thought of Oatholic philosophy, we
realize the concept of the Mystical
Body. In some respeCJts, this literature is ·a natural preparation for
growth in the Church, when all
men are one in Christ."

THE EVENT:

Grand Prix of
Endurance for the
Amoco Gold Trophy
THE PLACE:

Sebring, Florida
THE DATE:

March 26, 1960

.:-.

COMING UP...

~~i.::. . . . . ~'.:'.~... . . . . . . .
................

The big day for sports car enthusiasts!
It's the Date of the Year-seeing the sports cars of the world in a
day-and-night test of mettle for men and machines at Sebring!
Amoco. as usual. is the sponsor. And powerful, unleaded Amoco-Gas
-also as usual-is the sole fuel chosen for the spectacular performance
every driver expects to turn in.
Come on down! If you drive, come the smart drivers' way. Stop at
Amoco stations en route. Fuel up with premium Amoco-Gas that
leaves no lead deposits on plugs, valves or combustion chamberssaves overhaul costs. Or if you use regular, buy American, best of the
regulars because it's precision-refined to burn clean.
See you at Sebring!

Economy starts here
Our 50th Anniversary
1910 Famous for Qualify 1960
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M a B Brings Oul Daal Phoenix
.'

by Tom Allen
Pulsing above and beyond
the heads of a largely unthinking Georgetown audience,
side-stepping incompetent actors and miserable blocking,
evolving a play that at best is
contrived and preachy, last night
there rose from the ashes of previous Mask and Bauble productions
a dual phoenix, the sight and sound
of two rare performances of stunning impact and ferocious style.
They represented the consummate
cunning and artistry of Mr. Walter Smith and Miss Emily Michaud.
Therefore, this review must evolve
around and about them, since they,
far more than the author, provided the razor-thin lines of
subtlety and force needed to expand
this minor play into a vehicle of
power and pain, and at the end,
of haunting insight.
Set within the confines of a police station and involving the actions of some thirty persons, Sidney Kingsley, in writing the Detective Story, thought to concentrate
upon the reason and perhaps' the
justification behind the megalomanic drive of Detective McLeod.

As the skins of an onion peel away
to reveal the heart of the vegetable,
characters in Kingsley's play peel
away from Detective McLeod, leaving him ?-lone and unable to comprehend the mistakes of a society
he must perpetually run from.
Moving into the heart of a confused and shaken man, caught between the faults of his father and
the seeming insufficiency of the law
to avenge the evil in the world, the
author forces McLeod to choose between the possibility of stability
and the surety of emotion and love.
The entire point of the play, in the
most dramatic sense possible, is to
show that the detective really has
no choice; that from the moment
of his birth into the violent environment of his father's making, he
has been moulded ultimately to
choose what is the basis of an unthinking life • . . the stability
needed for an inevitable final judgment. Unable to live with the world
and its laws, which fail to give
him the answer he seeks, McLeod
must die. To save his wife from
repeating the torment of his own
mother, McLeod must die. And yet,
in a much greater sense, McLeod
lived. This was the work and artistry of Walter Smith.

~

WASHINGTON'S TALLEST BUILDING

~

SI'ECIAL STUDENT RATES

~~~~

The art of successfully sustaining a personality through three
painstaking acts is unusual to see
in collegiate drama. As a performance, one could hardly ask for
more. However, last night Walter
Smith took what was given to him,
'and, joining hands with Emily
Michaud, created a moving and
haunting portrayal of a man who
suffers and dies through the inexorable workings of a tragic flaw
of character. Interpreting the
movements and thoughts, expressions and agonies, Smith began
with a low-powered projection of
the "average man," of a man who
has a wife who is dear to him,
and a job which he finds somehow
distasteful and compelling. This
man comes alive on the stage, and
Smith guides him in a carefully
planned and thoughtfully restrained manner. His hands make choppy
motions in the air; his eyes are
abrupt and business-like, with fleeting moments of worry flashing like
distress signals to the audience. As
character after character moves
through the Detective's day, his
impulsive and impatient nature
becomes more apparent. He no
longer is considered a brash flipper of ties, a participant in the
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,DOWN

1. Boring part of
1. The sack
a brother
4_ The woman you
2. London, Paris,
left behind
Rome, etc.
8. Part of a lake
S. Tree sickness
12. Yours and mine
4. The Magic of
13. Yours and mine
a Kool
and all the rest
5. Ex-governor's
15. Old collegE>nickname
6. Was introduced
16. Winnings at
to
tennis?
7. Air Raid
17. Short change
Precautions
19. Girl in
(abbr.)
"'Lilac Time"
8. Nothing's as
20. Era's cousin
_ _ as Kool
21. Soak flax
9. When your
heart's _ __
22. Kind of active
10. Ready for
23. Give in
Salome's dance
24. Fresco's
11. It's good for
first name
the heir
25. Bug-in-a-rug14. Short year
like
18. Neck
28. Soreness
23. Earthy cleavage
32. Polly's
25. Hivy leagues
last name
26. A Friday diet
33. No cigarette
--like a Kool 27. Africancountry,
you goose
37. Ever loving
29. When it's time
39. Valedictorian
fora _ _ ,
condition
change to Kools
40. Changes start30. In this place
ing in Nevada
31. Calls a halt
42. New (prefix)
legally
43. Arranged an
33. Maria's
evening's
last name
entertainment
34. Dodge
(3 words)
35. Infant's first
44. Blank space
position
45. Hollywood VIP 36. German city
46. Sparkle
38. Man on his mark
47. French
41. Seventh
conjunctions
Greek letter
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32
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OUTSTANDING • . • Walter Smith and Emily Michand.
police-room humor, a mere "average" man. Words pass and the
character moves towards something deeper, locked within his
own despair. To close the first act,
frustration . . . carefully built
upon by Smith, erupts into violence, exposing the personality of
McLeod, and allowing Smith to
move the audience, along with McLeod, one more step towards the
death the detective must accept.The second act serves to introduce Emily Michaud, who, plays
Mrs. McLeod with a sincerity, a
believabality, and a talent which
not only enhances Smith, but serves
to pace the two of them throughout the rest of the play, leaving
the author, the actors, and most
of the audience, far behind. Employing the tactics of dramatic underplay, Emily, as Mary McLeod,
fought for the soul of her husband,
not willing to settle for his heart
alone. Her cries of a woman abandoned, placed into this void by her
husband, shrieked of a pathos and
dignity. Her scenes with Smith
were lyrical, one catching fire from
the other, passing and surpassing
themselves with emotions that
shook the theatre into silence. Her
ability pushed Mr. Smith to the
heights needed for him to create
his final scene with the most theatrically beautiful, accurate, styled,
timed, gauged, modulated, restrained, believable, and true piece of
acting I am sure Georgetown has
seen, or will ever be lucky enough
to see again. Quite literally, Mr.
Smith destroyed the character
within himself for the benefit of
the art he so completely grasps.
The others in the show, through
the author's intent, were eclipsed
by Miss Michaud and Mr. Smith,
and yet in some cases showed a
versatility which was stunning. I
am thinking in particuiar of Bob
Donovan, who essayed the difficult
part of Charlie and carved it into
a performance which complimented
the show, as well as himself. He
was utterly believable as the killer,
and triumphed over the audience's
inclination to see him as a comic
figure. To combat this, he fought
the audience and forced them to
change their minds about his char-

acter, and this was a feat I am
sure only one other person on that
stage could have handled, namely,
Mr. Smith. Angela Barron, as the
shoplifter, equalled Mr. Donovan in
her handling of the role assigned.
She was a loveable and sympathetic
figure, and like Donovan, passed
through the danger of being
thought a straight comic, and
emerged as an actress and as much
an aid to the play and to Donovan as, on a larger scale, Emily
was to Smith. The authority with
which these people work is incredible.
Joe Suffredini and Joseph Alexandre were way above Mask and
Bauble average and would have
been more noticeable had they not
been on the same stage as Barron,
Donovan, Michaud and Smith. I
rather doubt if Smith could have
done their parts better. Time will
tell if they will ever be able to
take over the parts usually assigned to Smith. Sarah Fawcett,
whom I have worshipped from afar,
since her Lady Cecily in Bras8bound, was a ,:pure delight as Mrs.
Farragut, and her quivering fur
boa was the effel:!t needed to compliment her wildly funny lines.
Neal Skowbo came through in a
clutch and managed to give more
than a creditable performance as
the Lieutenant. It's too bad he
will be leaving at the end of this
year, since he shows the pinpricks
of becoming a good actor, as well
as the perception that goes with
it. Hope Kingscote, George Abdeni,
Chris Metzger, Paul DesJardins,
Jill Roberts, and John DeSando
added to the total impact with the
delicate touch and an essence of
believability. Again, they were
overwhelmed by the quality of act·
ing ahead of them, but showed
that smaller roles can be well
thought out and well acted. The
rest in the show were average, but
generally below the standard imposed by the above named.
Technically th~ show was a
standout. The set was a beautiful
piece of work, and for it credit
should be given to Messrs. Were
waiss, Pallasch, Conway, and Clare.
The lighting, and in particular the
(Continued on Page 9)
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BLOODY . • . .Joseph Alexandre, Walter Smith, Chuck Wolieriz,
Joe Suffredini and Neal Skowbo.
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Letters
To the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
The true critics of Freud must
agree, therefore, that if they are
above Freud, it is because they are
standing on his shoulders. It is
Freud who opened up the entire
issue, and selected the battlefield
that his critics are fighting on.
HOW ARD DENIS
Class of '61

Flag Incident
To The Editor:
As a long-term observer of life
on the Georgetown campus, I would
like to bring to your attention
something which should be thought
about seriously by all of us.
On Wednesday, March 2, I was
appalled at an incident which happened in the vicinity of Copley
Hall. Two ROTC students, who had
obviously been appointed to lower
the flag, were being harassed by a
large group of students hanging
out the windows of Copley. I am
aware of the fact that this hall is
occupied by upperclassman, who
should know better.
Those of us who have lived
through the last war and have had
brothers, sons, and fathers give
their lives to defend this country
do not take the flag of the United
States lightly. It is worthy of the
most profound respect, and in no
way should be subjected, even indirectly, to the chorus of catcalls,
guffaws and generally unpatriotic
display which was witnessed by
many, many people last Wednesday.
There are a great many persons
attending and working at this university who are not citizens of the
United States. Incidents such as
this remain in the memory, and it
is too bad that this kind of impression has to be carried back with
thexn to their countries as an example of the reaction of "typical
American college students". Such
displays of ignorance and thoughtlessness can do irreparable harm,
and weeks of diplomatic maneuvering ruined by the repetition of an
eyewitness account of an incident
such as this.
There are many students attending this school who are worthy of
admiration and respect. To those
who participated in heckling the
two students who were only doing
their duty, I say GROW UP.
BARBARA FALLIS

Another McDonough
(The lette1' from the Alumni Magazine 1'efe1"red to below was printed
in OU1' issue of Februa1'Y 25. Ed_)
To The Editor:
The January, 1960, edition of
the Georgetown University Alumni
Magazine printed a letter which I

would like you to call to the attention of the student body. Signed,
"An Interested Observer", the letter closely approximates the feelings which I had while a student
at the College, and which I stilI
have. And it is my opinion that at
least a small number of the HOYA
l'eaders will feel as strongly about
the content of this letter as I do.
Perhaps this request is too late
to promote any student reaction
on the question of the site of the
new science building. If the site
has already been cleared, or if construction has begun, I'm sorry. Although I know nothing of the practical considerations of placement
of the new building, I think to
place the science building in the
"Woods" behind Copley and WhiteGravenor is as great a mistake
as the general inconvenience and
the bad design of the gYIUnasium.
The campus, in my opinion, is all
too conjested at the present time.
And the destruction of the only remaining natural beauty at the Hilltop seems folly.
What I ask you to do is to print
the letter from the Alumni Magazine, either in whole or in part_
Presumably its author is competent
to judge the best situation for the
new science building, and would
not have suggested placing the
building near the Nursing School
if this were not in some ways advantageous to the University. The
student should certainly ask for
an explanation from the Office of
University Development in answer
to the question of why the science
building must be built on its proj ected spot.

Science Building will attract will
find plenty of room on the vast
lot stretching from New South to
the Gym. This immense parking
facility is never half-full except
during basketball games "and similar events. Usually, it is almost
empty.
I would like to suggest that the
parking lot which now extends
from Reservoir Road almost to the
door of Kober-Cogan be grassed
over. Whatever parking lots are allowed to remain in the vicinity of
the hospital should be reserved for
doctors and for patients too sick
to survive the walk from the New
South-McDonough Parking Lot.
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JOE DEVINE
Class of 1962

Even Virgil
is with the Winston beat

WILLIAM T. DOLAN
Class of 1959

Scientific Growth
To The Editor:
I am sure that the administration agrees with "the general principle so well expressed by the "Interested Observer" whose letter appeared in the HOYA, February 25:
the natural beauty of our campus
must be preserved.
It is indeed regrettable that the
new Science Building will necessitate the destruction of so many
fine trees. Without an abundance
of shade trees, the uncomfortable
effects of the often torrid Washington climate are greatly multiplied. Since it is impractical to
change the location of the Science
Building at this late date, I hope
that the situation will be remedied
by the planting of seedlings and
shrubbery on the barren slope behind the nurses' home.
The administration should be
commended for conserving ground
space by making the new building
seven stories high-a veritable skyscraper by the Washington Fine
Arts Commission's standards. However, "I am dismayed by reports
that more parking space is to be
added. The few additional faculty
members and technicians that the

I Sing Of Arms And
Like Ir--F-I-L:-~-E-R---B-L-E-N-D--'I, Man,
F or if you dig a modern filter cigarette
It f}gures that it's what's up front that is the most
Like pure Flavorsville, orbit stuff, and all that jazz;
And only Winston swings with I FILTER-BLENDI up front,
A real gone combo of golden, rich tobaccos
Selected and processed like for filter smoking;
That's why, dear cats or even squares, it's understood

"Where did they dig that guy up? Devil's Island?"

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO•• W/NSTON_SAUM. N.C.
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C C D Will_,Gr~d'uate
20 ,::'No:vi'.ce· Te'ac'hers
On Sunday, March 20, the
students of the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine Teacher's Division in the college,
will receive their certificates
of graduation.
The graduation will follow 10
o'clock Mass in St. William's
Chapel, and there will be a breakfast in the new Pay-cafeteria after
the graduation ceremonies.
More than 120 student-teachers
are slated to graduate. Also included among the graduates will
be students from the Nursing
School, the Foreign Service School,
Visitation Junior College, Immaculata Junior College, and Dunbarton
and Trinity Colleges.

'~---""'.....

'

'"

'"

.JOSEPH SUFFREDINI •.• Pres, ident of the University Confra'-j
ternity of Christian Doctrine.

The course, taught at Georgetown by Mr. Wilbur Morin of the
Washington Department of Education, includes about 10 hours of
teaching methodology. This complements the theology course
which the graduates have also been
taking here at Georgetown.

HOYA

Debate
(Continued from Page

Page Nine

Arts and Letters
1)

ical Law.
Mahady is a junior
economics major from Portland,
Maine, imd he too, has been debating for 6 years. He plans to take
a year of graduate work in economics, then on to law school, and
eventually plans to become a trial
lawyer. Their debate sUccessfully
refuted the two points advanced
by the Affirmative, namely: 1) that
the Supreme Court has frustrated
Congress by altering Congressional
intent and 2) that the Supreme
Court has caused grave social
harm through some of its decisions.
The first point was attacked on
the grounds that Congressional
intent, as such, does not exist. The
remaInIng statement was overthrown on the basis that the social
ills mentioned were not seriously
harmful, in addition to the fact
that the questionable decisions
were eventually reversed.
Georgetown's Philodemic Society
managed to place in this year's
Tournament with a third best rating among the Negative teams with
6-1, and Robert Bennett of the
Philodemic placed fifth in the N egative Speaker category with 288
points.

(Continued from Page

Act Rewiew
(Continued from Page '7)
handling of the pinpoint spot at
the close of acts one and three,
was most effective. The direction,
under Mr_ Donn Murphy, seemed
to be unweildy in spots, which
probably is accountable to the large
number of persons involved on
stage_ His blocking seemed to go
especially awry in the third act,
when there were so many crossovers one was reminded of a subway rush. The worst seemed to be
the fact that Mr. DeSando had to
carry the chair he was handcuffed
to towards the rear of the stage
to make room for more immediate
acting. Also at fault was the placing of Bob Donovan at the rear
during the time he was contem, plating the rush for the gun. His
, efforts were appreciated by those
in the balcony, but I'm afraid the
ground-floor was just confused.
However, tempted as I'm sure Mr.
Murphy was to allow'the comedy
lines to play bigger and thus remove some of the burden from the
dramatic impact and the consequent need for good performances,
he instead concentrated on the creation of mood and the easy flow
of dialogue, so as to best complement Smith and Michaud. By not
"selling out" for a quick laugh and
an easy victory over an unusually
insensitive audience, Murphy renewed the vigor of the Mask and
Bauble, and in doing so created
something of which he can be
proud. But above all, the success
of Detective Story is a tribute to
Walt Smith and Emily Michaud,
who proved that the best may be
yet to come.

As a college sophomore, you're nearing the mid-point_
Halfway through college-halfway through Army ROTC.
Now you face a major decision: Are the gold bars of a
Second Lieutenant worth two additional years of study
in advanced ROTC?
That question is yours to answer now-before you
register for your junior year_As you explore the facts,
carefully weigh the traditional responsibilities and rewards
of serving as an Army officer .•.

1.

TrQditional responsibilities. To meet the cOmIDand responsi-

bilities of an Army officer, you apply the leadership principles absorbed during advanced ROTC training. And your
executive potential grows as you gather leadership experiAlcoholic

Beverage!.
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Dinner
,;1 ' - - -Only
-_ to
_ lunch
___
_ _ Patrons
_ _ _--l

",

1)

When it comes to paintings space, light, color, and physical textUl'es-Dali is an unqualified master.
Why, then, the mixed emotions at the first impression? Because
the viewer feels instinctively that Dali has failed to use these forces
successfully. They do not merge to create a fo,rmal unity; there is
too much that- is irrelevant. Banners, halberds, spears, crossestheir whimsical juxtaposition sets off, not a spiritual stasis, but a
thorougrly uncomfortable turmoil of mind. Why the cathedral-spire
floating out to sea? Why St. Narcissus, whose transparent robes
m6rge with countless flags, crosses, and bugs? Why the spectral
crucifixion, emerging from a jungle of vertical lines, spears, and
crosses?
Dali would doubtless claim that these elements have some "metaphysical" significance. It is clear, however, that they have no formal
meaning, except to create a "havoc" out of a multiplicity. A painting's
"metaphysics" can only be as strong as the "physics" which expresses
it. If its face is a hodge-podge, its personality automatically falls
into the same category.
Very early in his painting career, Dali associated himself with
the Surrealist Movement, incorporating the principles of Andre Breton
into his own practices. Breton's central doctrine was very similar to
Rimbaud's principle of the "derangement of the senses"; the artist
must jolt his natural perception completely out of kilter so that the
oracular movements of the sub-, uno, and pre-conscious can find a direct
route onto the canvas. DaIi named his particular version of this
process, "paranoic-critical activity."
Although he has travelled a long way from his early surrealistic
horrors, in the choice of religious themes demanding a certain conscious
dignity, Dali does not seem to have sJlccessfully re-integrated the
forces of his artistic personality. His painting still bears the imprint
of a mind which is insensible to significant form, because it has become
involved with its own pseudo-magical pranks. He is certainly a great
lJuinter; but when it comes to art, he is still in the cradle. Perhaps
someday we will be able to call him an artist-if he ever "comes back
to his senses."

ence. That's why employers often prefer men who served as
conunissioned officers_ These men already have proven
their capacity to shoulder executive responsibility.

2.

Traditional rewards. In every organization, greater responsibilities mean greater rewards. Thus the traditional responsibilities and prestige of an Army officer are matched by
material advantages. For example, if you plan to marry
soon after graduation-an officer's salary can be a distinct
advantage. A married 2nd Lieutenant earns a minimum of
$355.68 per IDonth-plus substantial fringe benefits.

Need more information? Check with the Professor of Military Science and Tactics at your college or university.
He'll be glad to discuss your decision with you.

*Last year, 14,436 sophomores answered "'yes" to this question-and entered advanced Army ROTC.
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Georgetown HostsK Of C Tournament
Carroll Heads

List Of Eight

In Title Battle
by Dan ST,attery
Archbishop J 0 h n Carroll
High School of Washington,
D. C., will return to McDonough Gymnasium tomorrow
night in quest of it's second
straight KofC Scholastic Basketball Tournament Championship, which will be held
Friday through Sunday on
the GU hardwoods.
CarrolI to Defend
Defending champion and possessor of the longest winning streak
in the history of Washington basketball, John Carroll has swept
through all high school and college competitions this year, compiling a perfect 34-0 record. In their
last outing, the Lions copped the
city championship, easily defeating
interhigh titlist Spingarn.
Once again, 6'0 back court wizard George Leftwich will lead the
Lions. Last year's MVP, the flashy
senior has been rated one of the
top playmakers in high school today. Completing the "Mutt and
Jeff" combination of the Lions is
John Thompson 6'11, perhaps Leftwich's closest rival for the outstanding player in high school this year.
But Carroll is far more than a
two man team, and coach Bob
Dwyer can rely on any of his starting five to come through with a
brilliant performance.
The other returning team is
Saint Catherine's of Racine, Wisconsin, last year's consolation
round winner. Saint Catherine's
should be in a better position to
give Carroll a run for its money this

Tomorrow night, in McDonough Gymnasium, John Carroll High School will begin its Knights of Columbus Basketball title defense. The Lions rolled over Archbishop Molloy
of New York City in last year's finals by a 75-44 margin
and, by the looks of things thus far, the local quint should
have no trouble adding the KofC trophy to their collection.
SMILING VICTORS . . . Ed Malloy of .John Carroll High, last year's
K of C winner accepts trophy from Rev. Edward Bunn, S ..J. Tom
Hoover stands behind Father Bunn with coach Bob Dwyer and
George Leftwich completing the picture.
year by having it's entire starting record, and were unbeaten in Oklateam back. The Angels play a homa Catholic Conference play.
hustling brand of ball with their
Saint John's High is the other
tallest man standing 6'2.
Washington representative to the
KofC this year. Runner up to Joh~
Stepinac Represents N. Y.
Carroll in the Catholic League,
Replacing Archbishop Malloy, Saint John's has blown hot and cold
which for the first time is not com- this year, but has a reputation for
peting in the Tournament, is Arch- winning when the chips are down.
bishop Stepinac of White Plains, The .Johnnies are lead by All MetroN. Y. Winner of all but one game politan Frank Dubofsky and could
this year, Stepinac was the New prove a real threat to any team.
York City Catholic High School
Three other out of town teams
Athletic Champion. Described as are still under consideration, and
"the finest team to come out of the will probably come from Baltimore,
area in thirty years," Stepinac is Philadelphia, and New York, Tourpaced by John-Mastropolo, 5'9 play- nament Director Gus Coupe anmaker who netted 310 points this nounced. One thing is certain, howseason, and features a well bal- ever, that, as usual, the Knights of
anced attack with average height. Columbus will provide some of the
Saint Gregory of Shawnee, Okla- most exciting, interesting and talhoma will be making it's debut in ented basketball played in high
the Tournament this year. Lead by school competition today.
6'7" Mort Highly who could give
Proceeds from the Tournament
Carroll's Thompson some trouble, aid the Archbishop of Washington's
they finished with an 18-7 season Education Fund.

Muvas~ Nips~

Pushovers

Win Intramural Crowns
by Bob Pruner
The Big Muvas retained
their AAA title with a 79-54
win over the Legal Eagles,
while the Nips and PushOvers were crowned as AA
and A champs last Wednesday
at McDonough Gym.
The AAA final was never in
doubt as the -Muvas opened up a
20-5 lead with seven minutes gone.
The Eagles managed to cut the

lead to ten, 25-15 'but the Muvas,
working behind the slick ball handling of Tom McCloskey and the
rebounding of Bill Johnson, opened
up a 38-21 lead at intermission.
Except for Art Connolly's fine
shooting, the second half showed
little in the way of offense for the
Eagles. The Eagle guard hit on
six of ten from the floor and five
of eight from the line to lead all
scorers.
Johnson, who received the Most
Valuable Player Award for his fine
rebounding and shooting, was high
for the winners with 16 points.
AA Final
In the AA iinal, Sal Barranco put
on the best one man performance
of the day, both on offense and defense, as the Nips took the measure of the Ales 36-30. He opened
up the game with two jump shots
and the Ales were never able to
catch up.
The Ales never allowed the Nips

more than a nine pOint lead but
were unable to 'break the tight Nip
defense. Barranco, who won the
Most Valuable Player Award, had
21 points and Ray O'Keefe paced
the loosers with 12.
Push-Overs Romp
The A final saw the fifth place
Push-Overs survive a late surge by
the Vikings to hang on, and win
58-51 in a high scoring thriller.
The champs took advantage of
some poor Viking shooting and
some good shooting of their own
to build up a first half lead of 27-12.
In the second half, John Majher
and Mike Mainardi teamed up to
pull the Vikings to within three
points, 54-51, with one minute remaining.
Bill Loichot then assured the
Push-Overs a victory with a lay up
after he had stolen the ball. Bart
Sullivan, who lead all scorers with
21 points then added two fouls to
end the scoring.

The Lions, although losing two of their top three scorers, Tom
Hoover and Ed Malloy, to graduation, are probably still the finest, most
polished high school team ever to grace a basketball court. Fresh
from copping the D. C. city championship, Carroll is also planning a
journey to Newport, Rhode Island, where they will try to defend their
Eastern States' Catholic Invitational Title.
Coach Bob Dwyer feels that his 6'11" center, John Thompson,
is already qualified for the pro ranks, and, while this may be an
exaggeration of a sort, there are few who deny that John will
make the grade some day.
Likewise, Dwyer tags George Leftwich, his electrifying little
backcourt whiz, as the best small man in high school ball today. After
Carroll whipped the Maryland frosh to become Washington's winning est
team in history, coach Dwyer stated that "Thompson and Leftwich
were the two best ballplayers out there tonight, and I'm including
the varsity game too."
Maryland, by the way, was playing North
Carolina that night.
A devoted coach, dedicated to his team, plus five sound players,
who just don't know how to lose, make CarroU's Lions our choice to
repeat.
The competition, of course, will be as strong as ever, but Carroll
simply stands way above the rest. Archbishop MoUoy, which won the
tourney thr-ee times and reached the finals last year, discontinued
giving athletic scholarships and, after losing their last top-flight player,
Donny Burks, have receded into mediocrity. Thus the Stanners will
not return for another shot at Carroll.
New York will be represented by Archbishop Stepinac of
White Plains, which knocked off Chaminade High of Mineola, Long
Island, for the city Catholic League Championship.
Gotham
observers. who- saw Stepinac rack up a 20-1 record, call the squad
the best to come out of New York in over thirty years. This
well-coached quint, under the tutelage of Nat Volpe, features a
balanced scoring attack, and could be o-ne of the tourney surprises.
Shawnee, Oklahoma, sends Saint Gregory's which compiled an
18-7 season record, and which was undefeated in Catholic League play.
Unbeaten Saint Catherine's of Racine Wisconsin, last year's consolation round winner, well be back for another try. Saint John's, another
local five, coached by Joe Gallagher, won a berth in the tournament as
city runner-up. The Cadets nosed out DeMatha High to gain the
invitation.
Three more teams, from New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia,
were still under consideration as of last weekend, so th·at tournament
director, Gus Coupe, has had to make a last minute choice among
these out of town squads.
In any event, the festivities will begin tomorrow evening, as
eight of our nation's top high school aggregations will be aiming
for the big sterling silver cup that represents basketball supremacy
among our U. S. Catholic schools.

*

*

*

IfOYAGRAMS . . . Looking around the national cage scene, we find
three of Georgetown's opponents booked in the two major post-season
tournaments. NYU and Navy are entered in the NCAA Championship,
while Providence is one of the favorites in the National Inivitation
Tournament at New York's Madison Square Garden. The Hoyas
dropped all three of the regular season contests . . . Joe Severine, a
Georgetown alumnus, has been elected President of the Eastern
Chapter of the American Association of Intercollegiate Football Officials. Joe was a two letterman here at GU, serving as captain of the
football and basketball teams.

Final Varsity Statistics

AA PLAYOFF ACTION • •
Ales' Jerry Connor goes up for
a shot in the title game with
the Nips. Ales dropped the contest, 36-30.

Sheehan
Carrino
Coleman
Tagliabue
Ohlmuller
Matan
Slattery
Hargaden
Wolfington
Sharpenter
O'Dea
Kraljic

G
22
15
21
23
7
21
20
17
19
12
4
11

FG
130
65
81
95
26
73
73
40
36
17
7
12

PCT.
.417
.382
.448
.436
.388
.365
.432
.412
.439
.340
.333
.414

FT
81
53
80
50
19
43
24
26
11
20
0
8

R
74
47
160
206
48
108
126
21
54
33
5
15

TP
345
183
242
240.
71

189
170
106
85
54
14
32

AVG.
15.7
12.2
11.5
10.4
10.1
8.6
8.5
6.2
4.5
4.5
3.5
2.9

PUSH-OVER TILT • • . Chuck Rend of Push-Overs controls balI in
the game with the Vikings. Push-Overs copped title with a 58-51
"i"ictory.
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Sailing Association Opens T~ack!'1an Prepare. For
Practice For'60 Campaign Big b~!e~.~er ~~~~~~;~~:~E'ii:~:
by Norman Smith

With Georgetown's trackmen taking a short respite to
, . swap their short indoor spikes
for the longer outdoor variety,
let's take a look at some of
the prospects for the coming
spring season.

The Georgetown Sailing Association, under the leadership of Commodore Richard
Burkley, has already begun
practice sessions for the coming season, and the prospects
for an outstanding record
seem quite promising.

din ott is expected to move up to
the 400 meter hurdles on occassion this year, also.
The material available for the
440 and mile relay is enough to
keep any coach happy. ~ohn Butler,
Dick Camuso, Jim Kelly, Joe Mazzetti, Staebler, and Carlos Tan are
a formidable combination in those
events, while Tom Cawley, with a
1 :52.6 880 to his credit, will lead
Bill MattIe and Frank Treutlein
in the half.
Distance Men
Vinton is another boy who can
turn in a good 880, but he is probably best employed with Eddie
Beachler, Cawley, and Treutlein in
the mile, and with George Verdisco
in the two mile, where he has done
9:13.
It's an entirely different story
in the field events, however. After
Dave Adams and Phil Limpert, a
pair of 200 foot javelin men, there
is nothing of any great consequence.
To smn up, then, a pretty optimistic view can be taken in the
running events, but after that there
will be almost nothing but trouble
for Hap Hardell's boys.

As has been the case in the past
few years, the Hoyas have the runners but they don't have the fieldLast fall, Georgetown competed
men. In the big relay meets, the
against 70 other teams and were
results should be quite good, but
defeated only 13 times. Out of 26
in dual meets with any well balcolleges in the Middle Atlantic
anced team, the Blue and Gray
District, the Hoyas rate among the
must forfeit so many points in the
top five on the basis of their record.
field events that victory or even a
New Interest
close meet is an impossibility.
Although not recognized as a
New Captains
major varsity sport, there has been
The squad of runners, led by coconsiderable interest in the sailing
captains Al Staebler, a 21.0 220association. The team has six tech
yard dashman and Bob Vinton, a
dinghies, 10% feet long, made of
4:09.8 miler, is certainly as strong
fiberglass. The main problem the
as any against which it will comassociation encounters is one of WHITE SAILS • • • of Georgetown Sailing Association poised for
pete. While few points will be won
transportation to their practice ses- action as mariner season approaches. Seven crucial meets are schedin the hundred. Staebler, along
sions, which are held at the Wash- uled in a two month season.
with Bob Spain, will be tough in
ington Sailing Marina, on the Pothe 220.
tomac near National Airport.
gatta to be held on Georgetown's freshman events. The mono-type
Sandy Hoddinott, a far better
The season will open on March home waters. Included on the eliminations held on April 24 will
26, with the Jesuit College Re- schedule ar·e seven varsity and two be one of the events that promise hurdler over the 120 and 220 yard
outdoor distances than in the sixty
to be of greatest interest to Georgetown. Last season, the Hoyas' Bill
O'Conner won the Chance Bowl,
the victor's prize, and this season
the winner will go to Chicago for
Quantico Relays ____________________ Quantioo
April 15-16:
the Olympic tryouts.
VMI & West Virginia ______________ Lexington
March 26: Jesuit College Regatta _____________________ h()me
April
20:
ECAAU ___________________________ Maryland
In addition to Commodore BurkApril
9: MAISA Spring Invitational Regatta _______ at Navy
April
26:
George
Washington
________________________
h()me
ley and Bill O'Connor, others who
April 23:
Pennsylvania Relays _____________ Philadelphia
April 29-30:
figure prominently in the associaMaryland & Navy __________________ Maryland
April 24: Monotype Eliminations
May
7:
tion are Vice Commodore Donny
April 24: Freshmen Eliminations ___________________ at Navy
14:
May
Open ______
~------------_-----------------Flavin, Fleet Captain Pete SylvesIC4A's
____________________________
Villanova
May
8: Freshmen Championships ________________ at Navy
May 27-28:
MAISA
Championships
__________________
at
Navy
:
ter,
Secretary-Treasurer
John
McMay 14-15:
Graw, and Andrew Connell who is
counted on as being one of the top
FLYING HOME FOR EASTER?
varsity sailors.

Outdoor , rack Schedule

1960 Sailing Schedule

.

Cornell Malletmen
Romp Hoyas, 16-2
The GU Polo Team was defeated by Cornell, 16 to 2, in
the Intercollegiate Polo Tournament at the Squadron A
Armory in New York last
week. Cornell went on to the
finals and lost to Yale, 12 to 6.
Yale, earlier in the tournament had routed Virginia, 24
to 2, and with the Cornell victory., became intercollegiate
champions.
Against Georgetown, Cornell got
off to a fast start by scoring five
goals in the first period compared
with none for the Hoyas. Playing
for Georgetown were Carlos RizoPatron in the one pOSition, Mike
Raoul-Duval as number two, and
Jerry Shields as the back defense
man. Dierk Tierlow, Ben Baldwin,
and Mike Andrew composed the
Cornell Team.
In the second period, Georgetown
caught fire when offensive standout
Mike Raoul-Duval scored on a long
back hand shot. Cornell retaliated
with a tally by Andrews. Then

PIPE 4

Duval took the ball the entire
length of the field, up the side lines,
and to the mouth of the goal where
his teammate, Jerry Shields, hit
it in. At the half the score stood
7-2.
The third period was all Cornell's. They scored seven times and
held Georgetown scoreless. During
this flurry of goals, Rizo-Patron was
hit in the face with a mallet and
knocked off his mount; Shields was
slugged in the back; and Duval's
horse slipped in a fast turn and
fell. In the last period, the Hoyas
pulled themselves together, allowing their opponents only two goals.
The game was unusually fast and
rough, but it was obvious that
Georgetown was simply no match
for the superb Cornell threesome.
.TV's Defeated Also
The Junior Varsity team was defeated last Sunday, 14 to 0, by Valley Forge Military Academy. Playing for the Hoyas was Captain Pete
McAllister, Rick Otto, Keven McGrath, Jack McNamara, and Mike
Gelpi. The team was playing together for the first time and showed
a great lack of experience. They
face the Cornell JV's this week-end.

DnUM
Hom.

0' til.

Future Outlook
The outlook for coming years
is also bright, with a strong freshman team representing Georgetown this year. The team is captained by Carl Buhl who is an
experienced mariner.
Another
freshman who should prove to be
an extremely valuable asset is
Humberto Plaza, who finished
third in the Pan American games
last year.

DON'T DELAY, MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW

AT

&edon :lrave! Bureau
Closest Ticket Agency to Georgetown Campus

Domestic and International Tickets
Issued by Our Office at No Extra Cost
1304 WISCONSIN AVE., N. W. (at N)

~

DUpont 7-1166

~.~

Men who face wind and weatherchoose the protection of ...

@BWke

Bagpipes

AFTER SHAVE

in

LOTION

Washington

Cocktail Hour .. 'til 7

Beer • Wine • Pizza

Corner of 34th & M Streets, N. W.

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital
skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seem
to attract female admirers, but what red·blooded
man needs protection against girls?
1.00 plu,,=
5
H U L. T O N

THE
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Team

Choices:

All Opponents

.
A group of Georgetown varsity
basketball players have elected
their all-opponent team f()r the '59'60 season.
The players were
picked for only their perf()rmance
against GU-disregarding over-all
season performance. Willie Jones
·
U was th e I one reo f Am encan.
peater from last yea!1"s squad.
FIRST TEAM
Pos.
Player
School
C
Sanders
New York U.
F
Butler
Niagara
F
Wilkens
Providence
Jones
American
G
Feldman
Geo. Wash.
G
SECOND TEAM
School
Pos.
Player
C
Bunge
Maryland
F
Paprocky
New York U.
F
Gunter
Seton Hall
G
Bower
Navy
G
Ricereto
Rhode Island
HONORABLE MENTION: Smith
(St. Peter's), Hadnot (Providence),
McNeil (Maryland), Hicks (Seton
Hall), Mealy (Manhattan), Dougherty (Manhattan), Metzler (Navy),
O'Donnell (Fordham), Lundey (Lafayette).

Squashmen
Advance

The Intramural S qua s h
Tournament,
conducted by
Mr. Murtaugh, is now nearing completion of its third round
matches. In the first division
matches, Fr. Paul A. Donovan, S.J.
knocked Jim Fay out of the competition by besting him 15-11, 15-12,
15-12, and therefore qualifying to
meet John Wolf in the quarter
finals.
Wolf was himself very hardpressed in his 15-8, 18-15, 18-16
victory over Frank Lauinger. Bob
Ruzanic entered the quarter-finals
by trouncing Thompson Ryan 15-6,
15-12, 15-9. He will meet the winner of the John Kerkering-Kevin
McGrath match.
The only third round match so
far played in the second division
provided a mild upset, as Dick Razzetti, one of the pre-tourney favorites, was handiiy beaten by Lou
Gilmore 15-8, 18-15, 15-10. The
other matches yet to be played pit
Mr. Coyne, S.J. against Walt Berberich, Pete ,McAllister against Fr.
Gordon, S.J., and Pete Davidson
against the favorite Bill McConlogue. The finals are expected to be
played sometime in late March.

SENIOR MOVIE

SI'GN OF
THE PAGAN

HOYA

Soph Keglers Near Finale
by Al Hibbert
The
sophomore
bowling
league, in full swing since
early November, prepares to
head into the final stretch
with only five weeks of competition remammg, and it
looks as if Jay Franco's five
man aggregate has the title
all but wrapped up as they
carry a full three game cushion into the home stretch,
showing improvement with
t h
every ma c .
i
'
h ave un d erTh
e eague
standings
gone quite a shuffling since the
semester break, as Franco's team
has vaulted into first place, replacing the previous leader, Joe
Dehmer, who has since dropped to
the sixth spot. Still with a chance
to catch the leaders are second
place Mark Cooper, followed one
game back ,by Jack Scott.

Barranco Athlete Of Week

Gaston Hall

Franco
Cooper
Scott
Silva
Scotti
Dehmer

W.

L.

Pct.

20
17
13
11
13
10

10
13
14
13
17
17

.666
.567
.481
.458
.434
.370

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood

Dear Dr. Frood: I am having a difficult
time in chemistry. We are studying the
chemical properties of acids, and I have
become utterly confused. Can you help
me understand acids?
J. Bunsen Burner

to

LAUNDRY
2 DAY SERVICE

SAL BARRANCO • . . MVP in
AA Intramural playoffs and this
week's Athlete of the Week,
scoring two pointer in the championship game with the Ales.

With about a half a minute remaining in the ,game, Sal had to
leave the floor with an eye injury,
but the crowd on hand rewarded
him with a big ovation.

the rescue:

Dear Dr. Frood: Exactly what is the
difference between adult westerns and
what I suppose you would call juvenile
westerns?
Channel Selector
Dear Channel: It's the horses. The hero
on juvenile westerns rides a pure white
horse or a palomino. In adult westerns,
the hero's horse is brown, sincere, mature-looking.

Dear Bunsen: Take two parts of hydrochloric acid and three parts nitric acid.
Pour into saucer. Stir mixture with finger.
Note. how much shorter the finger becomes. That is due to the chemical action
of the acid.

Dear Thesp: It is all a matter of how
you throw yourself into your part. For
instance, when playing "Peter Pan" the
ordinary actor Dies through the air on
guide wires. When the "Method" actor
plays the role, wires are unnecessary.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am friendly, outgoing, tolerant, athletic, well to do and
a good conversationalist. Why does everybody hate me?
Hurt

Dear Dr. Frood: I am going out for the
college play and have become interested
in the "Method" school of acting. Could
you tell me how this differs from ordinary acting?
Thespis

Dear Hurt: I don't know why-we just do.
Dear Dr. Frood: I was amazed at the

milr
DRY CLEANING
REPAIRING

This, however, was only half of
the story, as Sal's defensive performance was an inspiring spectacle marked by spirited hustle and
uncanny anticipation.

Foolproof Formula
Simplifies Chemistry

Dear Dean: I was amazed, too. In my
day only the rich students had cars.

t;ltop

Sal opened . the contest with two
straight jump shot field goals and
from there on the Ales were never
in the game. Barranco's 21 points
were high for the game and were
good enough for him to garner the
Most Valuable Player Award.

LEAGUE STANDINGS

recent survey which proved that the
poorest students were students with cars.
Would you comment, please?
Dean

(6tl1f!lftnUltt

For the first time this year,
an intramural bask etb a II
player has captured WGTB's
Athlete c>f the Week honors. Sophomore Sal Barranco led his team,
the Nips, to the AA title with a
scintillating one man performance.
The Nips downed the Ales by a
36-30 margin.

Chiefly responsible for Franco's
success has 'been the hot streak enjoyed by Bob 'Moose' Chesner who
has come from n()where to challenge l'nd'vI'd
I
ua11ea d er D'IC k H an1ey
and his 158 average. Hanley has
held the top spot in the league all
season, and only recently has he
felt any pressure from the rest of
the league. Although Hanley still
holds the top average, his high
game mark of 200 has g()ne by the
boards with a new high single game
total of 201 rolled by Tom Costantino.
W'th
'
f th e trop h y
I th e concl
USlOn
0
competition, league representative,
Jay Franco, has his eye on a series
of challenge matches with a team
of Jesuits.

Sunday, March 20
7 P.M.
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Dear Dr. Frood: On the level, do you
smoke Luckies?

Doubting Tom

Dear Tom: On the level, I do smoke
Luckies. I also smoke Luckies on inclines.
And once enjoyed one while scaling the
vertical face of Mt. Everest.

36th at M SIs. M.W.
@A. T. Cu.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
colJege students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky's taste beats alJ the rest because ,...-----..;..-'L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike ~ fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!
Produd of

~ ~J'~-'J7'~ is OUT middle name"

